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Script Scoring
We all have incredible ideas for speeches (believe me, you've got one too).
Often, the hardest part can be taking our speech and delivering it without the
nerves and with maximum impact.

Actors have given life to scripts using script scoring. It's a methodology that
helps give our words life, meaning and rhythm.
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Script Scoring notes
Jot down notes in your own words so you can implement this strategy to bring
your speech to life!

What does a forward slash cue you to do?

What does an arrow forward or an arrow backwards cue you to do?
What are other ways to visually show this on your screen?

What does double lines cue you to do?
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Score this Script
Score this script or pull a page from your book you would like to practice on!

We don't read and write poetry because it's cute. We read and write
poetry because we are members of the human race. And the human race
is filled with passion. And medicine, law, business, engineering, these are
noble pursuits and necessary to sustain life. But poetry, beauty, romance,
love, these are what we stay alive for. To quote from Whitman, 'O me! O
life!... of the questions of these recurring; of the endless trains of the
faithless... of cities filled with the foolish; what good amid these, O me, O
life? Answer. That you are here - that life exists, and identity; that the
powerful play goes on and you may contribute a verse. That the powerful
play *goes on* and you may contribute a verse.' What will your verse
be?"
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Pre-Show Rituals
Every professional athlete, actor, speaker, and author have rituals to get them
into the headspace they need to show up how they desire to show up.

Do you already have writing rituals you can leverage to use in your public
speaking moments? What helps you get into the right frame of mind to be
successful? Do you need energy or do you need to calm your energy?
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Vocal Pace
Let's define what will work for you.

What are the three elements to creating a ritual?

What could be your go to pieces to calm anxiety?

What could your go to ritual be if you are needing more energy?
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Your Power Wardrobe
The science behind your wardrobe and how it impacts your demeanor, energy, and
an audiences perception are conclusive.
Let's dive into how to unlock the story of your brand in what you wear. This will help
you feel confident and ready for any stage. The intentional dressing for success!

Notes:
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Your Vibe
The best place to start developing your brand is by understanding your theme.
What are the characteristics about you that make you feel like yourself? The
words, phrases, symbols, and colors that comprise the image you want to share
with the world?
Write down a list of 10 words that describe you

Revisit your list and rewrite the top three words that resonate the most with
you on the darker gray lines below.
Underneath each word, write a list of colors and symbols that come to mind
when you visualize each word.
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Putting Your Theme to Use
Now that you have a launching point for your theme, you can start
incorporating symbols and colors into your visual brand!
Simplify your theme. Pick a few key colors and symbols that really resonate
with you and utilize those.
For example, accountants are commonly known for their organizational
skills. Symbols like grids, straight lines, and clean colors can be used to
reflect those skillsets.
What story and symbols do you want to communicate in your wardrobe
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Want to Dive Deeper?
The exercises above are just a sneak peek of the wonderful world of public
speaking, and I've built a 6-week course designed to dive deep and hone your
talents when it comes to any stage from an intimate room to a keynote stage.
The Theatre of Public Speaking brings you self-guided lessons, live coaching,
and weekly topic intensives. In my course, we dive deep into the topics
covered above, as well as explore...
Strategies to Engage Every Audience for Maximum Impact
Body language to Enhance Your Message and Come Alive on Stage
Speech Prep to Curb Anxiety and Show up Confident
Answering High Stakes Questions
Accelerated Outline Tools to Create Speeches in 15 Minutes or Less
Top Keynote Strategies
Marketing Your Self as a Speaker
Digital Storytelling

The Mic is Yours!
Click this box to get on our waitlist for our August course, and we will
be in touch soon! As always, we are happy to answer any questions you
may have about joining the Theatre of Public Speaking Program.
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